Soldiers on Sunday

Soldiers walking around USC on weekends are as much a part of the scenery as are the shrubs.

Pictured here are some G.I.'s who came into campus seeking anything that would make their time in Columbia more tolerable.

This picture essay is the first of three parts in an indepth look at what soldiers and students think of each other, what there is for a soldier to do in town and on campus, and what various campus groups are doing for G.I.'s.

---

"I don't mind soldiers, but they're just too aggressive." Soldier

"We just find a room and get loaded." Soldier

"Hell, four months ago I was a student, now nobody'll talk to me." Soldier

"I feel sorry for them but they always hassle you or the chick you're with." USC student.

"All week long you take crap out at the fort. All we want is to talk to somebody." Soldier
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